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What if our solution to climate 
change was more holiday?



“People often angrily 
deny facts that clash 
with the narrative “truth” 
established in 
their minds. 

The only thing that can 
displace a story 
is a story”



A story of tourism 
climate action…

Part 1 (of 4)
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Jeremy Smith
● I am not a climate scientist.
● I studied Latin for 12 years, Greek for 8.
● I am a writer.
● I wrote 1 film. It was 8 minutes long. 
● My girlfriend fell asleep watching it.
● She’s now my wife. 
● We live together in France. 
● We keep bees.
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April 2019



“The lodge, gone, the schools and 
clinics, gone, all our staff homes gone, 
everyone's livelihoods, gone.” 

Amy Carter James, 
Founder, Guludo



“The injustice that those who have 
contributed the least to the root cause of 
the climate crisis are the ones who have 
suffered the most, is what has driven us 
to look beyond the rubble…”

Amy Carter James, 
Founder, Guludo



“…To create something greater.”

Amy Carter James, 
Founder, Guludo
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January 2020





Tourism Declares 
5 Commitments
● Declare a Climate Emergency
● Publish a Climate Action Plan
● Make it Real
● Work Together
● Call for Action



March 2020





November 2021





● Supported by UN, G20, EU, ETC…
● Expedia and Travel Foundation launching 

training course for DMOs
● Central Database of Resources
● Guidance published on Measurement 

Methodologies and Tools
● Guidance being edited for National Bodies, 

Local Authorities, Accommodation, Tour 
Operators, Travel Communicators



“…To create something greater.”

Amy Carter James, 
Founder, Guludo
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This week in climate news

June 2023



June 2023









“our coffee ground are 
being processed in a 
digester, generating green 
energy”

April 2023



Tourist to Bergen from West Norway: 
10kg

Tourist to Bergen from Europe:
341kg

Tourist to Bergen from Australia:
3438kg
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“We rush after 
what is remote 
and remain indifferent 
to what is nearby”
(circa) AD 70 Pliny



● 75% of Europeans live in 
urban areas (85% of Finns)

● Fewer than 1 in 10 UK children 
often play in nature

● Americans spend on average 
7% of week outside



“One of the greatest causes of 
the ecological crisis is 
the state of personal alienation
from nature in which 
many people live.” 

Robert Pyle 1975



THE EXTINCTION OF 
EXPERIENCE 

1975





What if our solution to climate 
change was more holiday?



Protecting nature improves wellbeing

● People living more >1km from 
green space are more often obese 
than those living <300m. 

● Doctors prescribe fewer 
antidepressants in urban areas 
with more trees on the street. 



Protecting nature improves wellbeing

● Japan studied effects of people 
spending time in healthy forests. 

● “Lower heart rate & blood pressure, 
reduced stress hormone, boosts 
immune system, improves wellbeing.” 

● Now part of national health programme.





● Waterfalls heal
● Hotels offer ‘better 

night’s sleep’
● Visitors increased
● Local life better
● Nature protected







● 95% felt better 
about future

● 93% felt less 
stress and worry

● 92% got on 
better as a 
family



How we frame our holidays today:

Out of Office
Time Off
Break
Leave
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How the Romans did:

neg-otium



“Leisure is not a respite 
from effortful work. 

Leisure is an encounter 
with the intrinsically 
good, the fundamentally 
and definitely human.” 



How we frame tourism’s impact:

Tourism is worth 
10% of GDP



“The welfare of a nation can 
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measurement of national 
income as defined by GDP.”
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“The welfare of a nation can 
scarcely be inferred from a 
measurement of national 
income as defined by GDP.”

Simon Kuznets
(won Nobel Prize for developing 

the concept of GDP)
1962



How can GDP - a measure of 
productivity - express the 
true value of Tourism - an 
activity whose key 
characteristic is its lack of 
productivity?





“Make what is considered 
the counter-world 
a natural part of social 
reality…

Have more holiday in 
everyday life.”

1987



Countries with shorter work weeks 
top gender equality rankings 

A worldwide, shorter workweek 
could cut CO2 emissions by half



What if our solution to climate 
change was more holiday?
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How the ancient Greeks framed 
their leisure:

Scholé
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● onsite organic farm
● train local farmers
● network of buyers
● school gardens
● guest tours
● farmers market



Train shark poachers as guards to 
preserve the greatest biodiversity on earth



Reinvent guiding to explore 
complex issues honestly



“The mistake is to 
think travel is about 
distance. 

Travel is about 
change. It is about 
discovering 
difference.”



Reskill the homeless as those 
who know the streets best



Reimagine migrants as guides 
with unique views to our cities



Reposition Refugees 
as hosts who 
understand what real 
hospitality means





2017







● Protect biodiversity
● Connect to tourists
● Train as guides
● Teach first aid





Hotels gave free stays to 
medics 

Tour guides were trained 
to become emergency 
responders.

DMO websites were 
repositioned to support 
local needs





“True impact is born when a large 
and diverse group comes together 

each with their own actions.”

Helsinki, Think Sustainably



If you also believe our solution to 
climate change is more time on 

holiday…



If you also believe our solution to 
climate change is more time on 

holiday…

What would you do next?



I’d love to hear your 
thoughts…

jeremy@jmcsmith.com


